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Using digital tools, spaces 

and networks to engage in 

the open development and 

sharing of knowledge
Social networking

Read/write web tools

Content curation tools

Digital scholarship



A whistle stop tour

• Developing networks of support

• Virtual engagement and participation

• Creating and curating your own space

• Applications to learning and teaching

• Engaging in open digital scholarship



But first…scholarship?



Informing our own practice

e.g. drawing upon general or 

discipline specific pedagogic 

research in developing a new 

course or teaching approach

Cascading our practice

e.g. sharing our own 

pedagogic practices and 

evaluations with colleagues

Contributing to knowledge

Undertaking research that 

contributes to published bodies 

of discipline specific and 

pedagogic research

Advancing knowledge

Undertaking pedagogic 

research that contributes 

new concepts, ideas and 

findings to the field

Based on Braxton, J. M., Luckey, W., & Helland, P. (2002) Institutionalizing a broader view of scholarship 
through Boyer's four domains, ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report, Vol. 29, No. 2. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.



What counts as scholarship?

• Presenting at internal and external conferences

• Engaging in digital scholarship e.g. blogging, harnessing 

social networks to disseminate practice, podcasting

• Writing short articles, opinion pieces and reviews for 

relevant academic or professional body publications

• Reviewing for academic journals



Do you currently use digital social media to keep up 

to date with your discipline or to share your 

knowledge, work or views? 

What do you do, and how do you benefit?



What do others do and why?







‘Tapping in’ to expert guidance



Following and subscribing



Blogs by leading experts



Who’s sharing interesting views?

https://ltauhi.wordpress.com/

https://ltauhi.wordpress.com/


Developing networks of support



Tapping in to wider networks



Title



Some of my groups and communities



Communities of Practice

Legitimate 

Peripheral 

Participation

Visual interpretation of ideas originally outlined in Lave, J and Wenger, Etienne (1991) Situated 

Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 



Virtual engagement and participation



Engaging in conferences





Virtual participation







Creating and curating 

your own scholarly space(s)



Professional networking space (LinkedIn)



Some of my groups and communities



Open scholarship space (blog)



Sharing our developing ideas



Introspection, reflection, connection



Title

https://chrissinerantzi.wordpress.com/2015/09/23/putting-my-roller-skates-on-phdchat/


Twitter as a curated and social space





Applications of digital scholarship in 

learning and teaching 

(including ‘co-creative’ pedagogies)



Creating simple learning artefacts



And from the new Benchmarks…



Think about how you might make further use of digital 

and social media to either

(1) keep up to date with your discipline 

(2) share your own work/practice  

(3) enhance your teaching practice

Open floor



Engaging in open digital scholarship







Collaborating through digital scholarship





https://olh.openlibhums.org/articles/10.16995/olh.66/

https://olh.openlibhums.org/articles/10.16995/olh.66/






One thing you’ll take away?

One thing you’ll try out?

One burning question you have?





https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/learning-and-teaching-academy/prof-

devt/mentoring/scholarship/

https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/learning-and-teaching-academy/prof-devt/mentoring/scholarship/


Thank you

@smythkrs

https://3eeducation.org

@lta_uhi

https://ltauhi.wordpress.com/

https://3eeducation.org/
https://ltauhi.wordpress.com/

